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The Lady of the Rings
Once there was a universe very different from

the one we all know. This universe was a realm of

constant hell and death and war. Nothing lived long in

this universe and every being in it was seeking to

possess power to destroy the being next to them. There

was no sense of family or friendship. Even alliances

lasted only long enough to destroy the being to be set

upon. 

Few beings could claim to have the power to

live in anything resembling peace. One such being was

the tyrant demon, Pendragon Overlord. Pendragon was

a supreme being in his universe, able to annihilate

whole star systems single-handedly. But this power

paled compared to the one supreme being of this

universe, an utterly omnipotent devil-deity, V’tal’nan.

Pendragon Overlord was forced to be it’s slave for

millions of years until the demon tyrant forged the ten

rings.

Four rings were the rings of light, a supreme power against evil. Each representing each of the

four classical primal forces, Earth, Water, Air, and Fire. Four more are rings of darkness, representing the

four basic drives Lust, Hungry, Rage, and Desire (To be revised). Any one of these rings alone could

make a god out of the lowest of beings.

But there remained two more rings key to the power of the other eight. One in the ring of

unending life and immortality, with which the wearer can not be slain and only a force of nigh omnipotent

power can inflict and meaningful harm to that being. The there is the tyrant demon’s master work. This

ring carries with it the one absolute power of all universes and the only power that balances against the

ring of life. 

It is the ring of Death and endings. No one can escape it’s power but only a living being can use

this ring, yet no mindful being would dare use the ring for it would destroy all life in a universe. Even the

very stars would pass into darkness like candles snuffed out. 

Pendragon Overlord completed the rings but longing to dominate the universe gave up his living

soul to become a lich, forever sustained by his ring of death. His body lasted to banishment of V’tal’nan to

the “limbo”, a realm neither here nor there where all is nothing. But his reign was short lived as his body

faded without a soul and the power of the rings left him. 



Desperate to retain his power, Pendragon directed the total force of the demon universe into the

rings making these rings the embodiments of the very laws of his universe. But this absolute power

brought ever escalating disaster and destruction until the very fabric of the universe collapsed under the

strain of having the total power of the universe funneled through ten tiny rings. 

Pendragon Overlord, fled his universe with his rings as the demon universe died. But the last few

desperate fiends and monsters fought Pendragon only to die but not before separating pendragon from

his rings, save the Death Ring, for ten times ten-thousand years...

No one else survived the death of the demon universe and any knowledge of this horrid realm

was lost to time...

******

The end of the age of wars in the Great Wide Universe had finally within sight and peace was

finally taking proper hold on the universe. The rings scattered across it’s span like a scream in the dark.

The last of the old gods had finally given up there battles and had gone into their quiet keeps and homes

until they must fight again. 

Pendragon was weakened from his battle to escape the universe he had destroyed. In this

universe the forces of evil had taken their vacation very seriously. The dark phoenix, DarkBird, took

Pendragon under his keeping. But the tyrant demon saw the power of many of his artifacts, including the

nigh omnipotent 7-dimensions Sphere, and it reawakened his wanting for his rings. It didn’t take long for

the grateful but conniving demon to slink away and begin his search for his rings, all the while being set

upon by heroes and deities often costing him the chance to obtain any of his rings....

Then came Cleopactra...

A carefree and happy girl found, quite by chance, what she thought was a simple piece of jewelry

while enjoying a day with her friends training for the “great games”, a tournament held every few years

to expound the athletic abilities of all the peoples participating. She was the fastest runner in generations

and a profound beauty and, despite having such a lean figure, boasted the largest pair of breasts seen in

a “runner” of her species in generations. It was a common joke she actually encouraged that she beat

herself up for not wearing a bra during a meet. 

She put on the ring and instantly felt her ability to run exponentially amplified. She could reach

the speed of light and beyond... But the power was overwhelming to her and tried to remove the ring. It

would not be moved from its new perch, for the rings would not leave their master without that master

dying. The ring also had a desire to be reunited with its brothers and influenced its new mistress to find

them.

Plagued with dreams and nightmares by the ring, Cleopactra soon found herself leaving her

simpler life in school and with friends to find the other rings. Never minding that she did not know how

many there were and who else was looking for them... 

Through the years, she sought and fought to get the rings, slaying more than one ring-bearer on

the way to get their ring. With each ring her desire to find the rest grew as did her powers. Strength

beyond her comprehension saturated her body. Speed to defy reality itself carried her. Powers reserved

for cosmic-deities many times over were her’s to command. 

It was an easy quest until she finally met Pendragon Overlord...



Young versus Old evils...

Cleopactra wasted little time trying to kill Pendragon to get his ring, the Ring of Death, from him.

Realizing that the girl was far too powerful to confront directly, the Tyrant demon disappeared to beat her

to the remaining rings. But from that point on Cleopactra and Pendragon crossed paths frequently vying

over the rings with the young and increasingly vicious Cleopactra winning over the demon.

Infuriated beyond his own comprehension, the Tyrant Demon allowed the crafty girl to trick him

into defeat after defeat. But Cleopactra’s goal, fueled by the rings she had won, was to attain them all

and have the power of an entire universe at her command forever. 

She was unstoppable and unrelentingly violent in her pursuit until she was set upon by

Pendragon’s benefactor, DarkBird. The ancient dark god put in her way a series of painful tests that

forced her to take control of the rings... 

The evil innate in the rings because of their maker was put into retreat by the girl’s sudden

realization that she was becoming like Pendragon, a evil shadow seeking insane destruction to further

minimal ends. She fled from the society she knew to find herself again and was gifted with a holdout by

DarkBird, unbeknownst to her or Pendragon, with the Ring of Life, granting her eternal life. She now had

nine of the rings. 

Pendragon was even more infuriated but now in fear as well... She was far too powerful for him

to ever hope to destroy directly. So he turned to plotting and machinations to weaken her resolve and will

to break her. His scheming became a bane of her existence, often bringing peril to those around her. 

The Normalcy of It All...

Her life settled as she slowly returned to normal society, having mastered the power of the rings

she had, quelled her desire to obtain the tenth (for now), and really was just plain lonely. Her senses

were attuned now to see, hear, and feel Pendragon’s plans coming upon her. 

With the power of the rings, she dealt with these deadly machinations easily and often without

normal people realizing it. This left her with a feeling of being a major player in the workings of the

universe and as a result gave rise to her now infamous ego... An ego that led her to seek and gain a life

as a very expensive and sought after super-model and actress. 

Still she seeks challenges for her powers and often tries to bait Pendragon or one of the old gods

into starting a fight with her. One such fight was the one with Rae Iksaki in which she was left the victory

but doubting whether she truly deserved to win or not. This and other humbling experiences has done

little to curb her behavior but made her more aware of her ego and how it influences her powers.

Immortal now and eternally youthful, Cleopactra is often seen by the media with a new young

male every few weeks. However in secret she is very much seeking a mate or two... Meanwhile she often

feels increasingly like a pedophile dating and making love to males who are apparently her age, but are

often as young a half her true age. 

Personal Traits

-Cleopactra was raised to be one of the fastest runners in her village but learned she was one of the

fastest runner’s in generations. This fed her ego making her more confident but also pushy and arrogant.

She was a bit of a bully at times, a tendency that grew to nightmarish proportions as she gathered the

rings and before DarkBird planted the seeds of humility in her soul. Humility that will prevent another



“god war” or new age of wars before anyone is really ready to fight again. She still acts the part of a

pushy, snotty older teenager, still seeing herself as such, but she is far more mature than that and often

makes others very aware that she is much older than she looks.

-She is still strongly influenced by the rings and their power, not to mention the taint of their maker,

Pendragon, and his megalomaniacal tendencies. She is driven to be supreme but no longer at all costs.

She simply works hard to be the best she can be. She finds satisfaction in doing things the hard way,

often doing simple tasks as awkwardly as possible until she has mastered it, like making a simple cup of

coffee with her feet. If left alone, however she could start becoming a tyrant.

-She loves a good fight, watching one or being in one. She often visits the bad parts of town looking for

fights to observe even record for her own amusement. She does however turn in evidence to violent

crimes. If she is ever challenged by a mortal she never uses the rings as she could win just by blinking an

eye.

-She’s a nymphomaniac, likely another influence by the rings and has become a sex addict but is trying to

stay under some control. Through the power of the rings she has not become pregnant yet, bet she can

still have children but is holding off for her chosen mate.. 

-She’s greedy and a grossly conspicuous consumer of material goods. She eats responsibly but really eats

cheap. Nothing she wears costs less than a small fortune, and even her mane is insured for billions of

credits. She doesn’t just own an apartment in a skyscraper, she owns the whole building and several

blocks around it. She loves to acquire wealth and is a super-master investor making giga-credits a month

hoping to buy her own star system one day soon. 

-She’s a shameless exhibitionist often allowing the rings to enlarge her bust to utterly monstrous

proportions. She also loves to show off her muscles and is often seen humiliating super-huge

bodybuilders with her even larger muscles and breasts. But she draws a line at a simple personal rule: “If

I wouldn’t want children to see me at a certain degree of exposure, then that’s where I stop.” She has

never been seen topless in public except one time when she wanted to win a wet t-shirt contest... She

loves thongs like breathing...

-She is a female of many vices but really desires to do good. She’s rude, pushy and a bully at times. She

wants more and more of only the finest things she can find. She loves males and wants them like regular

meals but longs for one or two males to have as her mate or mates. She wants dearly to rematch Rae

Iksaki to settle her mind as to whether she is the strongest or not. She pities Pendragon and darkly

desires to take the last ring so he’ll just die. 

Known abilities or powers

-Cleopactra, is one of a long line of Cersile Ferrelline known for their running ability. In this she was a

stand out being one of the fastest in generations. Her endurance was and, without the power of the

rings, is incredible. She has been known to run flat out for 30 miles at nearly 60 miles per hour. She is not

a natural paranormal she is just extremely well endowed to this end. 

-Each of the rings has their own power representing an absolute law of function of the Demon universe.

None of the rings, once wrapped around living flesh, can be removed except to kill the wearer or cut off

the limb the ring is on. Some of the powers of the rings are completely alien to the Great Wide Universe

and serve no function anymore except to magnify to powers of the rings that do work in this universe. As

a result all of Cleopactra’s physical powers are insanely enhanced even to the point that she can

manhandle planets and stars like toys, go anywhere she wants as quickly as she wants, and far more.

The furthest she’s been able to push her powers is still limited by the fact that she can not envision

herself and therefore can not perform to a level that might actually be a rival for Rae Iksaki. 



-So far, she’s used the four elemental rings to the following effects:

• The Fire Ring produces incredible amounts of energy which with concentration, she has used to

create force fields, blasts, controlled energy and force and of course made fire and controlled it

even to cool or super heat stars and nebulae. Of all her rings this one is her least favorite as she

has grown very fond of fisticuffs and not blowing up stuff.

• The Wind or Air Ring controls the flow of fluids and energy. She has used this ring to control

weather of an global scale, again limited by her inability to envision effects at beyond a scale she

can understand. Flight, within an atmosphere is possible with this ring but often combines this

ring with one of the dark rings to fly anywhere she wants. This ring also gives her to ability to

survive without an atmosphere or where pressure is too great to breath, like miles underwater.

• The Water Ring like the earth Ring grants her vast strength but water also grants her endurance

and instant healing like a knife trying to cut water. It also seems to give her a limited ability to

change shape which is very important to her having a normal life as using the rings causes her

body to grow in terms of her muscularity and breast size -apparently a function of the ring

dubbed “Lust”.

• The Earth Ring grants even more strength and invulnerability. This ring makes it almost

impossible to remove her hands to get the rings. Between this ring and the Water Ring, her

strength has only be challenged by a handful of beings and bested by one, Rae Iksaki. 

-The other four Rings, Lust, Hunger, Rage, and Desire, are not well understood and are still being studied

by a few of Cleopactra’s friends in Sorcerial and Mystic circles.

-The Ring of Life, worn as a collar, grants Cleopactra unending life and vitality keeping her as young,

beautiful and fertile as she was when she was given it at the age of 19. She has used the power of the

ring to heal others even whole star systems but it also has the power to absorb life energy. A Power that

is radically amplified by the Ring of Death. Despite it’s power, the Ring of Life can not undo death.

-As Cleopactra learns more about the rings and practices more with them she is able to use them more

fully, even the more alien powers seem almost usable for her now. Her power grows with knowledge but

has chosen to master what she knows first before learning more.

Limitations and Weaknesses

-The biggest single fault that she has is her ego. She has a swelled head about her powers. She was one

of the best when she was mortal and now she is still one of the best as a demi-goddess because of the

rings.  Her ego leads her to make poor decisions and worse mistakes. But she is slowly learning humility

and she is getting wiser with age. 

-She has a very limited sense of just how powerful and capable she is with the rings and as a result she is

unable to use the power she has to the fullest extent. She is not stupid but she just doesn’t understand

yet just how strong, fast and powerful she really is and as a result tends to go overboard or not far

enough. This causes her to doubt herself, in the back of her mind, or become massively overconfident

causing worse errors in judgement. 
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